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Abstract Global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modeling is a powerful tool in space weather research
and predictions. There are several advanced and still developing global MHD (GMHD) models that are
publicly available via Community Coordinated Modeling Center’s (CCMC) Run on Request system, which
allows the users to simulate the magnetospheric response to different solar wind conditions including
extraordinary events, like geomagnetic storms. Systematic validation of GMHD models against
observations still continues to be a challenge, as well as comparative benchmarking of different models
against each other. In this paper we describe and test a new approach in which (i) a set of critical large-scale
system parameters is explored/tested, which are produced by (ii) specially designed set of computer runs
to simulate realistic statistical distributions of critical solar wind parameters and are compared to (iii)
observation-based empirical relationships for these parameters. Being tested in approximately similar
conditions (similar inputs, comparable grid resolution, etc.), the four models publicly available at the CCMC
predict rather well the absolute values and variations of those key parameters (magnetospheric size,
magnetic field, and pressure) which are directly related to the large-scale magnetospheric equilibrium in
the outer magnetosphere, for which the MHD is supposed to be a valid approach. At the same time, the
models have systematic differences in other parameters, being especially different in predicting the global
convection rate, total field-aligned current, and magnetic flux loading into the magnetotail after the
north-south interplanetary magnetic field turning. According to validation results, none of the models
emerges as an absolute leader. The new approach suggested for the evaluation of the models performance
against reality may be used by model users while planning their investigations, as well as by model
developers and those interesting to quantitatively evaluate progress in magnetospheric modeling.

1. Introduction

The Earth’s magnetosphere provides a great challenge for researchers and model developers because of its
extremely inhomogeneous, structured, and extremely variable appearance, controlled by its permanently
changing multiparametric primary driver, the solar wind. Being the most simple and computationally effective
approximation among all possible first-principle-based models, global MHD (GMHD) simulations provide a
unique possibility of modeling the magnetospheric response both for generic situations and for extraordinary
events, like strong geomagnetic storms. During its more than 30 years history the hundreds of GMHD-based
papers demonstrated its high potential in describing the large-scale dynamical equilibria and in understand-
ing different aspects of the magnetospheric behavior. This particularly includes the large-scale differences
in the magnetospheric configuration and convection under different IMF orientations [Lyons et al., 2001;
Palmroth et al., 2003; Goodrich et al., 2007], and qualitative simulation of the most important dynamical fea-
tures like magnetospheric substorms [Raeder et al., 2008; Tanaka et al., 2010; Ebihara and Tanaka, 2013] and
magnetic storms [Tóth et al., 2007; Welling and Ridley, 2010]. However, as the most simple physics is only
involved, MHD approach is not able to describe correctly all details of the system response, especially local-
ized transient structures and their temporal evolution (an example is the substorm onset time and location
[Kuznetsova et al., 2007]) as well as the drift-dominated inner magnetosphere. There were many different
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efforts to incorporate a more sophisticated physics (by including particle physics into the large-scale response
description provided by the GMHD [Toffoletto et al., 2005; Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2010; Pembroke et al., 2012]),
but none of them provides a universal and cost-effective solution to replace the GMHD models in operational
needs and community-available research. Moreover, addition of particle physics does not always provide bet-
ter result when testing models against data [Pulkkinen et al., 2011; Honkonen et al., 2013]. Therefore, one of
the critical issues still continues to be the quantitative assessment and validation of GMHD component of
the prediction models against the reality, the question which yet did not find a well-articulated answer in the
previous studies.

There exist several different GMHD models known worldwide, which differ in the computational methods
employed, in their parametrization and many other details. Four of them are employed in the Commu-
nity Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) [http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/] and are publicly available via Run on
Request system for event and modeling studies, both for research and education purposes. They include
the Block Adaptive Tree Solar Wind Roe Upwind Scheme (BATS-R-US) [Tóth et al., 2005], the Open Geospace
General Circulation Model (Open GGCM) [Raeder et al., 2008], the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry model (LFM) [Lyon
et al., 2004], and the Grand Unified Magnetosphere Ionosphere Coupling Simulation (GUMICS) [Janhunen et al.,
2012]. See supporting information Table S1 and section 2 of Honkonen et al. [2013] paper as well as CCMC
[http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/] help pages for characteristics and summary of these models. The benchmarking
of these model performances also becomes an important part of the validation process.

Many previous efforts to assess model performances did not provide conclusive answers because of the
inherent difficulties of such comparisons and methodical problems. The most frequent way of testing the
model was to run it for a particular event and compare its predictions against observations of particular
magnetospheric spacecraft (or ground station). This method suffers from sensitivity of predictions to the loca-
tion of the solar wind monitor and uncontrolled solar wind inhomogeneity [Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2008], as
well as from its dependence on the choice of the trajectory of the magnetospheric spacecraft (or ground
station) used in the comparisons (see Honkonen et al. [2013], for the discussion). Even worse, the compari-
son results are strongly influenced by localized transient structures (e.g., transient plasma sheet expansions
and flapping motions or BBFs in the tail plasma sheet), which principally cannot be correctly predicted by
GMHD models. The proper choice of metrics and variables also becomes a problem for comparisons with the
measurements made on a moving spacecraft. For example, the correlation coefficient between predicted and
observed magnetic fields is always guaranteed to be high on the spacecraft crossing across the inner magne-
tosphere because the background (dipole) magnetic field dominates the total field when the time variations
of the field should be studied and compared in this region.

Statistical studies provide an alternative to the comparisons along the particular spacecraft trajectories in
specific event, but previous statistical assessment studies encountered other problems. One problem is that
routinely available measurements come from those magnetospheric domains where the GMHD models have
known problems and where they cannot provide very accurate prediction. This is particularly true for the
ground magnetic field variations [Pulkkinen et al., 2011] or geosynchronous magnetic fields [Rastätter et al.,
2011]. In addition, such commonly available parameters do not fully represent all important aspects of
large-scale magnetospheric dynamics (like the Dst index in the Rastätter et al. [2013] study).

A different approach has been applied by Gordeev et al. [2013] who suggested a few improvements in the
GMHD testing statistical procedure and demonstrated its utility in application to GUMICS simulations. This
approach is further refined and tested in our paper, which also provides benchmarking and reality tests for
the four GMHD models available at the CCMC. The cornerstones of the approach and details of its realization
are explained in section 2. Validation results are presented in section 3 and discussed in section 4. Section 4
also summarizes our experience and future development and improvements.

2. Assessing the Global MHD Models Performance Based on the Empirical
Relationships for Key System Parameters
2.1. Principles of Validation Approach
The cornerstones of the model validation approach suggested by Gordeev et al. [2013] can be summarized
as follows:

1. To objectively characterize the large-scale dynamical magnetosphere system, we select a set of those global
variables (key magnetospheric parameters), which represent the principal characteristics of the system and,
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Table 1. Magnetospheric Global Variables and Corresponding Empirical Models

Variable Significance Model Reference Section/Figure

Dayside magnetopause

Rss Subsolar MP distance Shue et al. [1998] section 3.1/Figures 3 and 4

Rss(Pd , IMF Bz)

Tail magnetopause and size of magnetosphere

RMP MP distance at X = 0,−15 RE Lin et al. [2010] section 3.2/Figure 5

RMP(X , Pd, IMF Bz)

Magnetotail pressure and magnetic flux

PT Plasma sheet thermal pressure Tsyganenko and Mukai [2003] section 3.3/ Figure 7

Pp(r, Pd, IMF Bz)

BL Lobe magnetic field Fairfield and Jones [1996] section 3.3/Figures 6 and 10

BL (r, Pd, IMF Bz)

BL Lobe magnetic field (dZ < 5 RE ) Tsyganenko [2000] section 3.6/Figure 10

BL(Rxy , Pd, IMF)

Global convection (flux transfer)

CPCP Polar cap potential drop Boyle et al. [1997] section 3.4/Figure 10/

CPCP (V , IMF Bz)

CPCP Polar cap potential drop Weimer [2005] section 3.4/Figures 8–10

CPCP (Esw, Pd, AL)

Total field-aligned current and global volt-ampere relationa

TFACb Total field-aligned current Weimer [2005] section 3.4/Figures 8 and 9

TFAC (Esw, Pd, AL)

Substorm Loadingb

LOAD Load existence (Yes/No) section 3.5/Figure 1
aCurrently not recommended for the model benchmarking.
bThe list of signatures needs to be extended/investigated in the future efforts.

at the same time, which are available from observations. Those regions/parameters which cannot be accu-

rately predicted by the GMHD model (due its limitations) are ignored in our treatment. The improved key

parameter choice is detailed in Table 1 and explained in section 2.2.

2. Instead of comparing time series made at different points of space in different individual events, we rely

on published statistical empirical relations, which represent the quantitative dependence of the particular

magnetospheric/ionospheric variable on the IMF and solar wind conditions (and observer location, if nec-

essary). These relations are averaged over many events during statistical analysis of observational data. In

this way the influence of localized transient structures (not predicted by the GMHD models) is minimized,

and the accurate large-scale averages are available to represent the reality quantitatively. The set of empir-

ical relationships used in the current assessment study is explained in section 2.2 and detailed in Table 1. In

the future efforts the list of variables can be expanded or modified when new, more accurate relationship

will become available.

3. Instead of using GMHD simulations of specific events, the empirical relations are compared to the results

of specially prepared set of many GMHD runs, whose quasi-stationary solar wind inputs are selected to

be consistent with the average statistical distribution of observed solar wind parameters, as explained in

section 2.3. This may guarantee that distribution of solar wind input parameters in the simulations and those

used to obtain the empirical relationships are similar, so the validation is meaningful.

A major limitation for this statistical assessment approach is set by the limitations of computation time

required to run the set of simulations, which are discussed below in section 2.3.
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2.2. Magnetospheric Key Parameter List, Their Characterization in Modeling, and Observations

To characterize quantitatively the large-scale state of the magnetosphere, we first have to look on the parame-

ters which characterize the size and shape of the magnetospheric cavity (subsolar and tailward magnetopause

locations, shape of the tail neutral sheet, and magnetopause) as well as the amount of magnetic flux (lobe

field) and plasma pressure in the magnetotail. Next are the dynamical integral parameters characterizing the

global convection (cross–polar cap electric potential of global ionospheric convection and total field-aligned

current in the system, as well as relationship between them, e.g., global volt-ampere relation). The ability of

the model to correctly reproduce the substorm-related loading/unloading sequence is a one more important

characteristic of how well the model simulates the global magnetospheric dynamics.

Table 1 presents the suggested list of key global variables, where they are evaluated, as well as the information

and reference concerning the empirical relationship of interest. If several relations are available from differ-

ent sources, this provides an opportunity to evaluate the robustness of statistical empirical predictions by

intercomparing different empirical relations.

The magnetospheric boundary position, the magnetopause, established in a force balance between the

impinging solar wind and magnetospheric plasma tubes, is certainly a key magnetospheric parameter. As an

empirical relationship for the subsolar magnetopause distance we used the widely tested Shue et al. [1998]

model, based on 553 magnetopause (MP) crossings, mostly provided by ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 spacecraft, having

a 30∘orbit inclination and 22 RE apogee. The Shue et al. model is based on 5 min average solar wind data,

valid in a wide range of solar wind conditions and includes the extreme situations when the magnetopause

crossed the geostationary orbit. For the tail magnetopause we chose the Lin et al. [2010] empirical model,

which is based on a more comprehensive statistics from different spacecraft (2708 crossings) including tail

magnetopause crossings at high latitudes where global MHD has sufficiently sharp gradients for reliable

magnetopause determination.

To find the magnetopause in the GMHD simulations, we used the most straightforward method based on

local determination of the electric current surface (i.e., the maximum of electric current density) which is a

natural magnetospheric shield. We also tried several different methods but find that the “current peak density”

method is optimal for our study.

An important global geometrical characteristics, the shape of the warped and twisted tail neutral sheet, was

shown to be reasonably well reproduced by different GMHD models [Sergeev et al., 2008; Gordeev et al., 2013].

However, neutral sheet shape significantly deviates from trivial planar geometry only for nonzero dipole tilt

(DT), so that this effect is nearly absent due to the conditions DT= 0 adopted in our simulation runs. This limita-

tion was chosen in the trade-off between the reasonable total duration of all simulations and the requirement

to keep the reasonable distribution of key solar wind parameters, as explained in section 2.3. The inclusion

of nonzero DT samples would increase the amount of permutations disproportionally to the amount of new

useful information. This effect may be included in a future effort.

To characterize the average magnetic field in the magnetotail lobes (BL), we have a few choices. Here we prefer

to use the more transparent empirical BL models available from Fairfield and Jones [1996] and Tsyganenko

[2000]. The first model describes BL(r) depending on hourly averaged solar wind pressure and interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF) clock angle function. The second model was based on near-equatorial lobe field observa-

tions and is a bit more complicated; it presents the BL(r)dependence on the properly weighed combination of

5 min averaged Pd and IMF clock angle function values taken during the previous hour. Consistence between

predictions of these two empirical relationships is shown in Figure 10. In the paper we only show the compar-

isons with the Fairfield and Jones [1996] model which is compiled on more than 12,000 1 h averaged lobe field

measurements obtained from 11 spacecraft during more than 20 years of magnetotail observations, made

primarily in the −40 < X < −15 RE tail region. The lobe field values in simulations are evaluated in two points

of the magnetotail lobes [−15, 0, 8] RE and [−25, 0, 8] RE , to control also the BL radial dependence.

For the plasma sheet parameters we use the Geotail-based empirical model for the 0.5 h averaged proton

pressure, temperature, and density presented by Tsyganenko and Mukai [2003] as a function of solar wind

pressure, velocity, density, and IMF clock angle. To avoid the inner magnetosphere which in case of GMHD
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Figure 1. Example of solar wind input (top) and magnetospheric outputs generated by four models (cross–polar cap
potential and lobe magnetic field) for the input set #2 resembling the input of statistical magnetospheric substorm.

may not be sufficiently loaded with the plasma, we compared the magnetotail parameters at geocentric
distances −12, −15, −20, and −25 RE both on the Sun-Earth line (Y=0) and on the midway to the flanks
(at Y = 9, 9, 12, 12 RE , correspondingly).

A standard output from all magnetospheric simulations includes the cross–polar cap potential (CPCP) in
the ionosphere as well as the total (outflowing or inflowing) field-aligned currents (FACs) flowing in one
hemisphere. These global variables can be directly compared with their values derived from statistical empir-
ical models by Weimer [2005] for the electric potential and magnetic potential distributions, also organized as
a function of solar wind and IMF parameters. We have run the Weimer models in the CCMC for all correspond-
ing combinations of properly weighted solar wind parameters; after which we processed the distributions to
find the electric potential difference between its extremal points in the Northern Hemisphere and integrate
the discretely distributed FACs through the spherical surface in the ionospheric altitude (h =110 km) within
a circle at 50∘ latitude. For the control we also use the widely known DMSP-based relationship [Boyle et al.,
1997], describing the CPCP as a function of hourly averaged IMF clock angle function and solar wind velocity.
Consistence between predictions of CPCP values in two empirical models is shown in Figure 10.

Relatively long-duration (at approximately 1 h timescale) and global magnetotail reconfigurations during
substorms, which include significant storage/dissipation (loading/unloading) of the magnetotail flux and
magnetic energy, are important constituents of the global magnetospheric dynamics. Therefore, the ability
of the GMHD models to correctly reproduce the substorm-related loading/unloading sequence character-
izes how well the loading/unloading features of the global magnetospheric dynamics are represented in the
particular model. As Figure 1 clearly shows for one particular input data set, some models nicely reproduce
the ∼1 h long monotonic growth of the lobe magnetic field (BL) and of polar cap convection (CPCP) increase,
following after the IMF southward turning occurred at 02:00 UT. However, this is not automatically valid for
all models, e.g., no BL growth is shown by GUMICS model in this particular example. In this paper we simply
test whether or not (yes/no) the GMHD model shows the monotonous BL growth, leaving a more quantitative
comparison until the time when new quantitative empirical models will be available to describe the duration
and the lobe field increase amplitude as a function of solar wind parameters.
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Figure 2. Statistical distributions of basic solar wind parameters based on 5 min averages over 1981–2014 period
available in OMNI data base. Vertical lines show the distribution of input variables in the simulation runs (labeled by
the run numbers).

2.3. Choice of Solar Wind Input Parameters and Runs Optimization
To compare the model predictions with statistical empirical relationship, we need to select the distribution
of solar wind input parameters and their permutations in the model setups, which correspond to the statisti-
cal solar wind distributions. That is, it should take into account the most probable solar wind (SW) parameter
values and the range of their variations. When choosing the amount of varied parameters, the number of
discretization for each of them, and the amount of their permutations, a major limitation is that total dura-
tion of the runs should not be too large. Statistical distributions of solar wind and IMF parameters obtained
from OMNI [http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/] data base for years 1981–2014 are used when selecting the
distributions (some examples are shown in Figures 2 and S1). Our approach is as follows.

First of all, the main attention is paid to three independent primary solar wind variables, which control most of
observed variations of magnetospheric global variables listed in Table 1. They are (1) SW flow pressure (Pd), (2)
IMF Bz or IMF clock angle functions proportional to sinn(𝜃∕2), where n ∼ [2… 4], and (3) solar wind speed (Vsw)
(see, e.g., Newell et al. [2007] and Borovsky [2013], for comprehensive discussion of magnetospheric control by
different SW/IMF parameters and their various combinations). For these primary parameters we try to fill the
range of their most probable values between < a >−𝜎a and < a >+𝜎a (where < a > and 𝜎a are the aver-
age value and standard deviation of parameter a, respectively), as well as to try their different permutations.
We also added a few points at those extremal values, which are rare but interesting from physical viewpoint
(say, simulation runs with large southward Bz or with very large Vsw). Although the results for these extremal
conditions (input data sets #16 and 17) are included in the figures, they are not used in the computation of
metrics parameters used for quantitative evaluation and benchmarking of the models.

As for secondary solar wind parameters which have less influence on the key magnetospheric variables, we
tried to keep them close to their average values (e.g., we fixed By =−2 nT and Bx =+4 nT in accordance with
SW sector structure, Figure S1). Some secondary SW parameters correlate with primary variables (i.e., SW
temperature or SW density, which had significant correlations with the Vsw at the levels of CC = 0.65 for Tsw

and CC = 0.44 for Nsw). The value of such correlating variable was selected according to the correspond-
ing regression formula based on the value adopted for the primary variable (i.e., we fixed the Tsw and Nsw

values based on the selected Vsw values, see Figure S1). Selected combinations of main parameters for all runs
are listed in supporting information Table S1. See also the names of the corresponding runs in the CCMC run
library in Table S1.

In the first realization of the validation approach discussed, Gordeev et al. [2013] used stationary solar wind
conditions during each 2 h long run in the GUMICS stationary run library. Based on this experience, here we
use a different run input organization illustrated in Figure 1. Particularly, we use the longer 4 h runs (after
initial loading of magnetosphere with IMF Bz =−5 nT), with the first 2 h running under northward IMF Bz

(NBz) followed by 2 h of southward IMF Bz (SBz). Other solar wind parameters are constant throughout the
entire simulation. For 19 input data sets presented in Table S1, (each containing 2 h long segments with
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stationary northward IMF and stationary southward IMF, correspondingly) and four GMHD models, 152 2 h
long SW stationary run segments were simulated and are available for this study. One advantage of such an
approach is that to some extent, it includes the variable inputs and different input prehistory for the different
5 min step output points (much like real observations) while conserving an easy parametrization and simple
run classification. Another advantage is that such input time variation resembles IMF time sequences
that launch magnetospheric substorms, allowing us to test the GMHD model capabilities to generate the
loading/unloading sequence—a basic dynamical substorm signature previously established from satellite
observations in the magnetotail [McPherron, 1991].

When planning output time intervals, we decided to use 1 min resolution between 02:00 and 03:00 simulated
UT to resolve substorm effects, whereas 5 min resolution was used for the rest of the run (see Figure 1). All
5 min resolution points taken together provide a sufficient amount of model data points for comparison with
observation-based relationships, which typically have been correlated with solar wind and IMF parameters
averaged over time intervals of 5 to 60 min (section 2.2).

Two GMHD input parameters have been fixed when choosing the above mentioned 19 input data sets listed
in Table S2; they are (1) the dipole tilt angle and (2) ionospheric conductivity. There were a number of rea-
sons behind. The main reason is that most of empirical relations presented in Table 1 did not use them as a
parameter. Also, both characteristics do not seem to influence strongly the magnetospheric variables, with
the exception of total field-aligned currents and, possibly, the convection potential drop, CPCP. As ionospheric
conductance is concerned, the model comparison gets complicated by the fact that the models implement
different conductivity models. Therefore, we chose the constant conductivity model (with ΣP = ΣH = 5 mho,
except that GUMICS that is discussed later) as the best option. Fixing DT = 0 and conductivity model strongly
decreases the amount of permutations and allows for a reasonably sized simulation project.

2.4. Choice of Metrics and Skill Scores
One of our goals is to evaluate quantitatively how close key magnetospheric parameter values predicted by
GMHD models reproduce average observed values of empirical relations as well as their variations depending
on solar wind input changes. This goal dictates the choice of the skill scores, including the traditional linear
correlation scores (the correlation coefficient (CC), linear regression slope (a) and free term (b) in the relation
Xm = aXe + b), standard deviation std=

√⟨ (Xm − Xe)2 ⟩i , the average slope (a0) in the best fit regression
Xm = a0Xe, and the prediction efficiency index (PE) [Pulkkinen et al., 2011]. PE is computed as

PE = 1 −
⟨
(Xm − Xe)2

⟩
i

𝜎2
m

,

where
⟨
(Xm − Xe)2

⟩
i

denotes the arithmetic mean, Xe donotes the empirically predicted and Xm denotes the
modelled parameters, and 𝜎2

m denotes the variance of the observed parameter. From these scores, the PE
index is sensitive to both variations and absolute prediction error, whereas the often used correlation coeffi-
cient CC only quantifies the consistence of variations, without measuring the agreement in absolute values. As
a measure of the average ratio Xm∕Xe, the a0 coefficient can be useful in characterizing how much the model
prediction deviates from reality (as given by the empirical relation). PE = 1, a0 = 1, and CC= 1 indicate that a
model reproduces empirical relations exactly.

When computing the scores, we take into account some limitations imposed by using empirical relations.
Taking into account the solar wind input distributions and statistical nature of empirical relationships, we
ignore the simulations with extremal conditions (#16 and #17 in Table S2), for which the main controlling
parameters fall far beyond their most probable values (like southward Bz below −10 nT in #16 and #17).

3. Validation Results

In this section we compare the predictions of GMHD simulations for the key large-scale magnetospheric state
characteristics with their predictions based on observation-based empirical relations. We use two formats for
presenting the comparisons. As is illustrated in Figure 3, the detailed format includes the predictions for all
individual 5 min resolution data points computed using the GMHD model (shown by small points). In addition,
large symbols show the values averaged over 2 h long stationary segments labeled separately for northward
IMF (NBz, blue symbols) and for southward IMF (SBz, red symbols), including transitional magnetospheric
states induced by IMF orientation changes. This format gives more information but takes more space, so for
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Figure 3. Comparison of predictions for subsolar magnetopause distance: GMHD results versus the Shue et al.
[1998] model.

all other parameters such figures are presented as supporting figures. The main format, illustrated in Figure 4,
only includes the large symbols (that is, 2 h averaged values), which show less scatter of the data points,
so two GMHD models can be compared in one panel. On each scatterplot we also show a linear regression
line to visualize the trend. In addition each figure shows two most important metric parameters, correlation
coefficient (CC), and the prediction efficiency (PE) explained in section 2.4.

3.1. Subsolar Magnetopause Distance
In our experience, the determination of current density peak (calculated as curl(B)) along the Sun-Earth line,
is the most reliable method for routine determination of subsolar (dayside) magnetopause (MP) position,
because the magnetic field has a steep change in this region both for northward and southward IMF
conditions (note in our set we also have a small but permanent IMF By =−2 nT and Bx =+4 nT). Determination
of the subsolar MP was performed automatically but with a manual cross check using the “maximum of den-
sity gradient” method [Garcia and Hughes, 2007] for selected data points. Typically, we found an agreement
between two methods within the spatial grid resolution.

From a number of empirical models here we chose the most frequently used Shue et al. [1998] model, which
is parameterized by solar wind dynamic pressure and IMF Bz component R = R(PSW

d , BIMF
z ).

From all GMHD models tested, the BATS-R-US model is a leader. It shows the best agreement with empiri-
cal predictions, with prediction efficiency PE = +0.88, correlation coefficient CC = 0.95, and identical slope
(Figure 4). Results for northward and southward IMF display no systematic difference (Figure 3), which is
different from other models.

GUMICS-4 results also show good agreement in absolute values, with PE = +0.31, CC = 0.85, and low scatter.
The model does not show sufficient IMF-dependent erosion compared to the empirical model (Figure 3), with
MP positions being systematically 0.5–1 RE more earthward during the northward IMF (which is comparable
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Figure 4. Subsolar magnetopause distance as predicted by GMHD models versus the predictions of the Shue et al.
[1998] empirical model. Note that only 2 h averaged points of different simulation runs are shown on the plot, whereas
the regression lines and metrics values shown in the legend are obtained by using all 5 min GMHD data points.

to the grid resolution in our case). Good agreement of the GUMICS absolute values for subsolar MP distances
with the empirical data was previously noticed in the statistical study by Gordeev et al. [2013] (Figure 1 of their
paper), the simulations were done with better spatial discretization (adaptation level = 5, which corresponds
to up to 0.25 RE resolution). We shall discuss the resolution-related issues later.

LFM and Open GGCM models reproduce the variations very well (high CC=0.91 and= 0.77, correspondingly)
but display a systematic deviation in absolute values resulting in low prediction efficiencies (PE=−0.43 and
−1.47, correspondingly). Both models show much stronger magnetopause erosion for southward IMF com-
pared to the empirical model (Figure 3).

3.2. High-Latitude Terminator (X=0) and Tail (X =−15) Magnetopause
In this section we present the validation results for the high-latitude magnetopause at the terminator
(X=0 RE) and in the tail (X=−15 RE). To determine magnetopause, we also routinely performed the current
density peak method, with the following eye control and cross check using the maximum of density gradi-
ent and fluopause position [Palmroth et al., 2003]. It was found that (1) the fluopause surface, determined by
precise flow tracing using the fourth-order Adams-Moulton method, has a very smooth shape but often can
be found significantly below the magnetopause surface and (2) the maximum of plasma density gradient
position shows a more complicated behavior (with more strong oscillations) than fluopause and max(J) mag-
netopause does. To smooth significant oscillations during max(J) magnetopause determination, we averaged
the magnetopause determinations obtained inside the ±25∘ high-latitude sector (from Z axis in YZ plane).
The same procedure was performed for the empirical Lin et al. [2010] magnetopause locations to ensure
proper comparison with the GMHD results. We use the Lin et al. model instead of the Shue et al. model,
which was used for the subsolar magnetopause testing, since it is constructed based on more comprehensive
observational statistics in high-latitude magnetospheric sides.

Results of four MHD models tested against the Lin et al. empirical model are shown in Figure 5. For the
illustration, we combined the terminator and tail magnetopause data to compute the metrics. All models
demonstrate excellent correspondence to the empirical data with CC> 0.9 and PE>+0.5 revealing proper
radial dependence of magnetopause position. However, analysis performed separately for the magnetopause
position at the terminator and in the tail shows very different results (Table 3). The most accurate determi-
nation of high-latitude magnetopause in the terminator plane is given by GUMICS (with regression slope
K = 0.97, CC = 0.93, and PE = +0.62), while in the tail the BATS-R-US leads with K =1.03, CC=0.77, and
PE = +0.22. The LFM magnetopause is close to empirical size and shape with basically correct SW/IMF
dependence (slope = 1.0) but shows high scatter and lower metric values (see Table 3). Basically, the same
conclusions can be done for Open GGCM which additionally overestimates the magnetopause size in average
by 2 RE .

Three of four models (except GUMICS) show stronger dependence on IMF Bz orientation than empirically
predicted with larger difference between magnetopause size typical for northward and southward IMF (see
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Figure 5. Tail magnetopause distance as predicted by GMHD models versus the predictions of the Lin et al. [2010]
empirical model.

Figure S3 in the supporting information). In contrast, GUMICS shows stable IMF dependence in the terminator
plane, but in the tail it has a smaller tail size during southward IMF conditions, oppositely to other models.

3.3. Magnetotail Lobe Field and Plasma Sheet Thermal Pressure
The magnetotail lobe magnetic field amplitude is often used as an indicator of two global characteristics of
the system, namely, the total cross-tail electric current and the amount of magnetic energy available in the
tail to be released during substorms [McPherron, 1991]. Here we compare the predictions of GMHD models
with the predictions of empirical Fairfield and Jones [1996] model. In Figure 6 all GMHD models show very high
correlation with empirical relation, which is partly due to the strong radial dependence BL(r) existing in both
the model and empirical data. The best prediction for the lobe field is provided by the Open GGCM model
(PE = +0.86, CC = 0.97). Like in all other models, the radial dependence is less steep in this GMHD model. This
results in the smaller regression slope (< 1), with field values being slightly underestimated at 15 RE distance
compared to 25 RE distance.

In contrast to other models, Open GGCM demonstrates some kind of “prediction stability” showing no
difference between the situations with northward and southward IMF direction (see supporting informa-
tion Figure S4). Other GMHD models systematically underestimate the lobe field, in average by 10–20%.
Interestingly, a clear dependence of prediction efficiency on the IMF Bz direction is revealed, with better
prediction during the southward IMF periods by BATS-R-US and LFM models but better prediction during
northward IMF by the GUMICS model (see supporting information Figure S4).

Figure 6. Tail lobe magnetic field in GMHD models versus the Fairfield and Jones [1996] empirical model. Data are
compared for two locations [−15, 0, 8] RE and [−25, 0, 8] RE .
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Figure 7. Plasma pressure in the tail plasma sheet in the GMHD models versus the empirical Tsyganenko and Mukai
[2003] proton pressure model. Predictions are compared at four radial distances: r = −12,−15,−20,−25 RE , both on the
Sun-Earth line (Y = 0) and also closer to flanks.

The results for plasma sheet thermal pressure are compared in Figure 7. Here the BATS-R-US model demon-
strates the best prediction efficiency (PE=+0.81) and best variation response (CC= 0.93); however, it shows
slightly smaller P values in the near tail at X =−12 RE . Also, the Open GGCM model reproduces the plasma
pressure variations very well (CC=0.90) and demonstrates a good prediction stability with no difference
between northward and southward IMF cases (see supporting information Figure S5). However, its prediction
efficiency is not that large (PE=+0.39), because it systematically overestimates the plasma pressure against
its empirical predictions. (We note that Tsyganenko and Mukai [2003] describes only the proton component
of the plasma pressure, so its predictions have to be increased when comparing to the total pressure pre-
dicted by GMHD models. This is discussed in more detail in section 4.) Even higher pressures and larger scatter
are demonstrated by the LFM model. Very differently, the GUMICS model systematically underestimates the
pressures by as much as ∼30%.

3.4. Global Convection and Total Field-Aligned Current, Global Current-Voltage Relation
In this section we present the GMHD validation results for two important system parameters: (1) the
cross–polar cap electric potential drop (CPCP) which is a measure of global magnetospheric convection rate
and (2) the total field-aligned current (TFAC) in the system. They are available as standard output of all four
GMHD models. We also consider the relation between them, that is, the global current-voltage relation. There
are several well-known CPCP empirical models based on the different measurement types [Boyle et al., 1997;
Papitashvili and Rich, 2002; Bristow et al., 2004; Ridley, 2005; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 2005; Weimer, 2005].
There exist also a number of statistical models for the field-aligned currents [Papitashvili et al., 2002; Stauning
and Primdahl, 2000; Weimer, 2005]. In this study we prefer to use the DMSP-based empirical electric field
and FAC models presented by Weimer [2005], which are available to run online on the CCMC webpage. The
same data source and methods exploited in constructing these models is a big advantage, which facilitates a
comparison between two global quantities (CPCP and TFAC) to discuss the empirical global voltage-current
relation. As a quality estimate of empirical models we also compare the predictions of two empirical models
[Weimer, 2005 and Boyle et al., 1997], see Figure 10.

A big difference exists between the comparisons of these ionospheric global variables with the magneto-
spheric global variables which have been discussed in previous sections. In this case we observe a very large
difference between predictions of different GMHD models, which exceed an order of magnitude in the pre-
dicted absolute values. In the dominating paradigm, magnetospheric processes (magnetospheric dynamo)
provide the main control over the convection potential drop and potential distribution (with some minor influ-
ence of the ionospheric conductivity model and inner magnetospheric plasma), the CPCP may be considered
as a basically magnetospheric variable, and as such it is a good choice to be used in the validation purposes.
In this case the total FAC value is expected to be more sensitive to the conductivity model, and therefore, its
usage for validation purposes is limited by the fact that we use a too simplified ionospheric conductivity model
(fixed conductivity model) and not fully realistic inner magnetosphere plasma distribution. Nevertheless, we
still present these comparisons as it provides some useful information for modelers and users.
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Figure 8. Comparison of (left) total upward FAC in ionosphere and (right) cross–polar cap potential drop in GMHD
models versus the Weimer [2005] empirical model.

As concerns the CPCP results (Figure 8, right), the BATS-R-US model provides the most realistic absolute values
and leads among other models with PE=+0.62 and CC=0.86. Other models show the negative PE values
informing us about large discrepancies in the absolute values. The LFM model overestimates the CPCP by
a factor of 2, and the Open GGCM overestimates it even more. Very differently, the GUMICS model under-
estimate the CPCP roughly by a factor of 10. Surprisingly, all models show good correlation coefficients
(above 0.85), so the variations are proportional in all models in spite of huge difference in the absolute values.

As concerns the total FAC results (Figure 8, left), the huge difference is again observed between the GMHD
model predictions, but the order of success is different. Now the LFM model provides the best results with
PE=+0.87 and CC=0.93. The BATS-R-US model shows a factor of 3 less current, whereas Open GGCM provides
a 2 times stronger current (all Open GGCM predictions are actually larger in average by 3.5 MA compared to
the empirical predictions). Again, GUMICS provides a factor of 10 smaller total FAC compared to the real values.
However, during simulation of the GUMICS runs the ionospheric conductivity instead of constant value was
accidently set to be in the “auroral” mode which has local modification of conductivity with respect to zenith
angle and particle precipitation. This change is hardly able to produce such a huge deficiency in both FAC
and PCP values; however, this should be mentioned for clarity. In order to verify this result we rerun GUMICS
#2 run with constant ionospheric conductance and got averagely the same CPCP values for the same spatial
resolution (adaptation level 4) and twice higher CPCP for the high-resolution run (adaptation level 5)—see
supporting information Figure S10.

Finally, in Figure 9 we show the relationship between the modelled potential drop (CPCP) and total
field-aligned current (FAC) computed in different GMHD models as well as computed from DMSP-based
empirical model. This figure nicely illustrates the above mentioned results, including too large electric poten-
tial and currents in Open GGCM, their too small values provided by GUMICS, and other details. The LFM
model looks preferable when comparing to the Weimer et al. model predictions. However, the slope of
voltage-current dependence in all models is systematically larger compared to the empirical relation.

3.5. Substorm Cycle—Magnetotail Loading/Unloading
The characterization of any global magnetospheric model will be incomplete without the information about
how it describes significant substorm-related changes in the magnetospheric configuration which occur
after the southward IMF turning. The smooth large-scale increase of lobe magnetic field (its duration and
amplitude) during substorm growth phase provide important characteristics to be quantitatively evaluated.
Although one can find some information about these parameters in some previous papers, they do not
provide a systematic statistical multiparametric relationships needed for our purposes. Nevertheless, the
results presented in Figure 1 (bottom) and similar plots available for other runs allow us to emphasize quali-
tative and quantitative differences between GMHD models in describing their lobe magnetic field response
to the southward IMF turning.

As is seen in Figure 1, the LFM and Open GGCM models nicely show the long-duration (30 to 90 min) mono-
tonic BL growth characteristic for the growth phase, which is seen in 15 and 12 simulation runs of these models
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Figure 9. Current-voltage relation (relationship between the total FAC and total electric potential drop) in different
GMHD models as well as in the empirical Weimer [2005] data.

correspondingly (of 19 runs for each model, see Table S2). The remaining few runs show either too short
growth or some unclear behavior. As concerns BATS-R-US, 13 of 19 simulation runs display too short BL growth
duration (∼20 min) like is shown in Figure 1, and only in 2 simulations, a longer duration was observed. Most
different from them, the GUMICS model typically either demonstrates a negative effect (decrease of the lobe
field, like in Figure 1) or shows very short (5–10 min) growth, followed by the BL decrease. In the future, one
has to present quantitative comparison of BL growth duration and amplitude to measure the model response
(getting such statistical relationship is a subject of an ongoing study).

3.6. Accuracy of Empirical Relations
Concluding section 3, we would like to demonstrate the cross calibration of two empirical formulas describing
the same physical quantity. In both cases one choice has been done using hourly averages and another more
recent one—using an improved time dependence model. The statistical empirical relationships are not ideal;
therefore, the cross calibration provides a kind of accuracy estimate of the reference models. For the CPCP the
prediction efficiency is PE=+0.80 and CC=0.91. For the lobe magnetic field these numbers are PE = +0.85
and CC=0.92.

Such a comparison also helps us to understand some other limitations of statistical empirical relations. One
clearly can see in the figures the traces of transition processes after the north-to-south IMF turning, before
the final parameter value is established for a new conditions. This contributes to the data point scatter and
nonideal correlation observed when comparing two empirical relations. Similar “transition patterns” are seen
when comparing GMHD models and empirical data (e.g., Figure 3 and S2–S7). Please note that high CPCP
values above 50 kV during northward Bz on Figure 10 (left) (which are unusual for quiet periods) come from
quadratic term (∼ V2

sw) in the Boyle et al. formula in cases of extremely high Vsw exceeding 700 km/s in runs
#10, 18, and 19 (Table S2). The data from these extremal runs were not used in the computation of statistical
skill scores.

Otherwise, this cross calibration shows that the empirical relationships provide a good basis for the validation
purpose. The prediction efficiencies of PE =+0.80 for CPCP and PE=+0.86 for BL indicate a kind of their
confidence limit of the comparisons with investigated empirical relationships.

The same cross calibration is done for different magnetopause empirical models and is shown in the support-
ing information (Figure S12).
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Figure 10. Comparison between predictions of the empirical models (right) by Weimer [2005] versus Boyle et al. [1997]
for CPCP and (left) by Tsyganenko [2000] versus Fairfield and Jones [1996] for the lobe magnetic field.

3.7. Influence of Grid Resolution on the GMHD Predictions
Here we discuss a difficult problem of sensitivity of the GMHD predictions to the grid resolution of the simula-
tion model. Our approach was initially to compare four different models running at nearly the same resolution,
but this appeared to be difficult to realize due to different numerical implementation and grid organizations
(see Table S1), as well as because of different computation time required for different models to perform at the
comparable resolution. Because of time limitation problem for our massive computation project, the models
have been run at the medium resolution. For GUMICS and LFM models we were forced to use a somewhat
lower resolution level, compared to other models. For example, in GUMICS simulation we had to use the grid
adaptation level al=4, which gives only 0.5 RE maximal resolution in critical regions at the magnetopause
and in the tail plasma sheet.

To evaluate how large the effects of grid resolution can be, we repeated the computations with increased res-
olution for the simulation runs #1 and #2. The results are summarized in Table 2 (and supporting information
Figures S8–S11) which shows the average ratio k between the values of parameters at 5 min time resolution
evaluated in high- and low-resolution runs, namely, obtained from the linear fit YHR= kYLR (where indices HR
and LR denote variables extracted from high-resolution and low- resolution runs). Correlation coefficients
are also shown. As is seen from Table 2, the correction factors for subsolar magnetopause distance (Rss)
and for the lobe B field are small, to within 5%, so the results of medium-resolution runs are reasonably
good for these variables. The correction factors become much larger for the CPCP variable for all models,
except for LFM. Interestingly, the high-resolution results indicate that large deviations from empirical results
found in medium-resolution runs will be somewhat corrected: for GUMICS the CPCP increases by a factor of 2.5
(it was underestimated by an order of magnitude, Figure 8) and for Open GGCM it tends to decrease by
10–30% (it was overestimated by a factor of 2.5 in Figure 8). In this case the increase of the grid resolution

Table 2. Comparison of High- and Low-Resolution Simulation Results for Runs #01 and #02a

Model Run # Rss BL at [−15, 0, 8] RE CPCP

BATS-R-US #01 1.01 (0.91) 1.05 (0.98) 1.26 (0.97)

#02[LR] 0.99 (0.78) 0.98 (0.84) 1.38 (0.99)

GUMICS #01 1.06 (0.68) 1.04 (0.51) 2.54 (0.70)

#02 1.06 (0.61) 1.05 (0.83) 2.49 (0.79)

OpenGGCM #01 0.99 (0.93) 1.04 (0.81) 0.70 (0.94)

#02 0.98 (0.86) 1.02 (0.74) 0.92 (0.98)

LFM #01 1.00 (0.68) 0.96 (0.96) 1.04 (0.81)

#02 0.98 (0.74) 1.05 (0.96) 1.08 (0.98)
aSlope (k) and correlation coefficient (CC) shown for subsolar distance (Rss), lobe magnetic

field (BL), and cross–polar cap potential (CPCP).
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provides significant effects, so that predictions for this global variable are less certain from using only low- to
medium- resolution runs.

4. Discussion

The Earth’s magnetosphere is known as a unique plasma laboratory, where key plasma system parameters
are available from direct spacecraft observations, so it is best suited for testing/benchmarking global MHD
models against reality, with their subsequent application to the magnetospheres of other planets and in other
parts of the plasma universe. In this paper we present and test a novel approach to the validation and bench-
marking of the global MHD component of the space weather models. Basic components of our approach are
(1) evaluate the most principal global variables (the state parameters or key magnetospheric parameters) able
to characterize quantitatively the most important elements of system structure and dynamics, and test their
values against the observations, (2) use statistical empirical relationship (rather than observations made along
the trajectories of particular magnetospheric spacecraft at specific times) to validate the model predictions
in statistical approach, and (3) cover most probable value ranges of solar wind input parameters and avoid
to base the metrics on the regions or phenomena which (by design) are not accurately represented in GMHD
model (e.g., inner magnetosphere, ionospheric currents, and ground magnetic perturbations).

Here we show a systematic evaluation of the four first-principle magnetospheric models (BATS-R-US, Open
GGCM, LFM, and GUMICS) to test their capability to represent basic magnetospheric global variables
realistically, as given by published empirical relationship of these variables as functions of solar wind and IMF
parameters. We attempted to treat all four models at comparable spatial/temporal resolution and other com-
parable conditions. Similar sets of solar wind inputs have been used for each of them. Special care was taken
to mimic realistically statistical distributions of solar wind inputs while optimizing different aspects of sim-
ulations in order to fit the computing time limitations to carry out such massive simulation efforts. Despite
efforts to represent the solar wind parameter space with a minimal set of simulations, the total length of simu-
lated time still exceeded 300 h in the optimized version of entire simulation project. The main results of these
simulations are given in Figures 3–9 and S2–S7, whereas the scores are summarized in Table 3, which
presents the main result of our work.

For the first time we demonstrate quantitatively validation results characterizing statistically the absolute
values and variations of a system of basic magnetospheric variables, including the scale size of the magne-
tosphere, the amount of magnetic flux and plasma pressure in the magnetotail, and the intensity of global
magnetospheric convection. We confirm previous conclusions that, in general, the GMHD models are able to
simulate the large-scale magnetospheric structure and reasonably well predict the absolute values of some of
the key magnetospheric parameters, as well as their variations controlled by the varying solar wind input. Most
successful predictions are provided for magnetospheric size, magnetic field/flux, and pressure parameters
directly related to the large-scale magnetospheric equilibria in the outer magnetosphere, which is supposed
to be correctly described by the MHD approach.

On the other hand, the results for some other parameters, including global convection, total field-aligned
current, or magnetotail’s ability to load the magnetospheric flux after north-south IMF turning, provide very
diverse answers among the four models. Looking through the scores presented in Table 3, one sees that
among the GMHD models there is no absolute leader which provides satisfactory scores in all parameters.
BATS-R-US shows the best scores for the largest number of parameters, but it fails in describing the total FAC
and substorms. LFM, GUMICS, and Open GGCM also lead in describing some parameters but fail in other ones.
These results may help the numerous CCMC users when planning their investigations and also have value for
model developers as they show strengths and weaknesses of particular models across different versions.

A few directions of the future development of this benchmarking approach can be shortly discussed.
Definitely, the empirical relations are not absolute, as the amount of observational data will be increased
and more sophisticated formulas will be developed to describe the time history and spatial distribution of
the magnetospheric parameters. A further improvement and expansion of the key parameter list is another
aspect. The obvious candidates are the dipole tilt effects (including neutral sheet shape), as well as the charac-
teristics of substorm growth phase such as tail flux increase (duration and amplitude) discussed in sections 2.2
and 3.6. Some additional candidates can be the distance to the bow shock and parameters specifying the non-
circular shape of the magnetotail cross sections. New candidates can appear after the systematic data-based
studies of other particular global variables will become available.
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Table 3. Summary of the Skill Scores of Four GMHD Models

BATS-R-US GUMICS Open GGCM LFM

(slope/CC/PE) (slope/CC/PE) (slope/CC/PE) (slope/CC/PE)

RMP subsolar 1.01/0.95/+0.88 0.96/0.85/+0.31 0.90/0.77/−1.47 0.92/0.91/−0.43

RMP terminator 1.03/0.64/−0.02 0.97/0.93/+0.62 1.11/0.47/−3.20 1.00/0.44/−0.95

RMP tail X = −15 RE 1.03/0.77/+0.22 0.93/0.80/-0.55 1.13/0.73/−3.19 0.99/0.73/-0.04

B tail 0.83/0.95/+0.49 0.75/0.94/+0.01 0.93/0.97/+0.86 0.78/0.86/+0.02

PPS 0.87/0.93/+0.81 0.64/0.79/+0.20 1.26/0.90/+0.39 1.10/0.77/−0.16

B loading (Yes/No) Yes (Short) No Yes Yes

CPCP 0.89/0.86/+0.62 0.12/0.85/−2.07 2.62/0.87/−11.4 1.64/0.88/−1.73

FAC 0.37/0.86/−0.44 0.05/0.48/−2.15 2.01/0.68/−5.15 0.98/0.93/+0.87

Although in our approach, we tried to avoid the inner magnetosphere (where kinetic effects are known to play
a significant role); this still may have some effects when testing the GMHD models in the outer magnetosphere
(as we did) due to feedback effects. The importance of this influence can only be evaluated by running the
GMHD and combined models with the same input. Previous experience from such comparisons [Honkonen
et al., 2013; Pulkkinen et al., 2011; Rastätter et al., 2013] shows that including an additional physics does not
automatically improve the agreement to reality. This should be investigated systematically, however.
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